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Those open sets U of Sz for which A(U) is pointwise boundedly dense in 
H”(U) are characterized in terms of analytic capacity. It is also shown that 
the real parts of the functions in A(U) are uniformly dense in C,(aU) if and 
only if each component of U is simply connected and A(U) is pointwise 
boundedly dense in Hm( U). 
Let K be a compact plane set, let C(K) be the algebra of continuous 
complex-valued functions on K, and let C,(K) denote the real-valued 
functions in C(K). We will be concerned with two subalgebras of C(K). 
The first A(K) consists of those functions which are analytic on the 
interior K” of K. The second R(K) is the uniform closure in C(K) 
of those functions analytic on a neighborhood of K. Such an algebra 
is a Dirichlet algebra (on the topological boundary 8K of K) if every 
function in C,(Z+K) can be approximated uniformly on aK by the real 
parts of functions in the algebra. Here of course aK denotes the 
boundary of K. 
This paper has two main objectives. The first is to determine 
exactly when A(K) or R(K) is a Dirichlet algebra. We obtain necessary 
and sufficient conditions in terms of the bounded pointwise density 
of the algebra in question in the algebra Hm(Ko) of bounded analytic 
functions on K”. A desire to replace these conditions by more 
geometrically meaningful ones leads us to our second objective, which 
is to sharpen the conditions for pointwise bounded density given in 
P41. 
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Suppose for the moment that K has a connected complement, so 
that R(K) coincides with the uniform closure in C(K) of the poly- 
nomials in x. The classical Walsh-Lebesgue theorem asserts that every 
function in C,( 8K) can be approximated uniformly on 8K by harmonic 
polynomials in x and y. This is equivalent to the assertion that R(K) 
is a Dirichlet algebra. The Farrell-Rubel-Shields theorem asserts 
that every function in Hm(Ko) can be approximated pointwise on K” 
by a bounded sequence in R(K). The notes of Wermer [23] contain 
an elegant exposition of both these theorems and of Mergelyan’s 
celebrated theorem that R(K) = A(K) for such K, all from the point 
of view of uniform algebras. There Wermer gives a proof (which he 
attributes to Hoffman) of the Farrell-Rubel-Shields theorem, based 
on the fact that R(K) is a Dirichlet algebra. 
Hoffman’s proof shows that whenever A(K) is a Dirichlet algebra, 
A(K) is pointwise boundedly dense in HCo(KO). It is well known that 
when A(K) is Dirichlet each component of K0 must be simply 
connected. In [9] Davie obtained a converse, showing that these two 
conditions together with the additional condition that every measure 
in A(K)1 be dominated by harmonic measure, are necessary and 
sufficient in order that A(K) b e a Dirichlet algebra. Our first character- 
ization of Dirichlet algebras in the plane amounts to showing that 
Davie’s third condition is redundant. Thus we show that A(K) is 
Dirichlet if and only if each component of K” is simply connected and 
A(K) is pointwise boundedly dense in Hm(KO). Similarly, R(K) is 
Dirichlet if and only if each component of K0 is simply connected, 
R(K) is pointwise boundedly dense in H”(K”), and R(3K) = C(aK). 
As it stands, these characterizations of Dirichlicity are not tractable. 
However, it is shown in [14] and [9] that A(K) is pointwise boundedly 
dense in H”O(K”) if and only if aK has a certain local quasigeometric 
property which involves analytic capacity, and which is similar to the 
property found in Vitushkin’s characterization of those sets K for 
which R(K) = A(K). I n many instances this latter property is 
tractable; indeed both the Walsh-Lebesgue theorem and the 
Farrell-Rubel-Shields theorem follow immediately from the resulting 
characterization via a simple estimate for the analytic capacity. The 
version of the theorem for A(K) which we obtain is as follows. Here, 
and elsewhere, y(S) and 01(s) denote, respectively, the analytic 
capacity and the continuous analytic capacity of a set S, and A(z, 6) is 
the open disc with center at z and radius 6. 
THEOREM. Let K be a compact subset of the plane, such that every 
component of K” is simply connected. Then the following are equivalent: 
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(i) A(K) is a Dirichlet algebra. 
(ii) A(K) is pointwise boundedly dense in H”(K”). 
(iii) ol(d(x; 6)\K”) > 614 for all z E 8K and all 6 > 0. 
(iv) There is a set E = (J,“=, E, , where E, is a subset of zero 
outer length lying on some twice continuously d$erentiable curve, such 
that 
lim inf a(d(z’ 6)\K”) > 0 
6+0+ s 
for all x E (aK)\E. 
There is a similar theorem which covers R(K). 
Regarding our second main objective, we prove the following 
characterization of pointwise bounded density for A(K), which is 
completely parallel to Vitushkin’s theorem characterizing those sets K 
for which R(K) = A(K). 
THEOREM. The following are equivalent, for a compact set K: 
(i) A(K) is pointwise boundedly dense in H”O(K”). 
(ii) For each bounded open set D, 
a(D\K”) = y(D\K”). 
(iii) There is a set E = u,“=, E, , where E, is a subset of zero 
outer length lying on a twice continuously d$%rentiable curve, such that 
for each x E (aK)\E, there exists r > 1 satisfying 
a(d(z; r8)\K”) 
1i%b"fy(d(~;6) n SC) > O' 
Again there is a similar version which characterizes those sets K 
such that R(K) is pointwise boundedly dense in H*(K”) and 
R(aK) = C(aK). The problem of finding necessary and sufficient 
conditions on K in order that R(K) be pointwise boundedly dense in 
Hm(Ko) is still unresolved. 
The paper is organized as follows. The first section is devoted to 
notation and background material. Sections 2-5 are devoted to a fairly 
economical proof of the equivalence of Dirichlicity and pointwise 
bounded density. Section 6 consists of an application of the separation 
theorem for convex sets to reducing the norms of approximating 
functions. The proofs involving constructive techniques are confined 
to Sections 7 and 8, where the characterization of bounded pointwise 
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density in terms of analytic capacity is given. In Section 9 the full 
characterization of Dirichlicity is stated and some of the immediate 
corollaries are listed. In Section 10 we give an application of the theory 
to algebras on arcs, showing how an argument used by Browder and 
Wermer can be inverted to produce “fat” quasicircles. We conclude 
by indicating in Section 11 extensions of the results. The principal 
results of this paper, together with the extensions mentioned in 
Section 11, were announced in [15]. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we introduce notation and conventions, and we state 
several of the key propositions on which the proofs will hinge. For 
general background material, the reader is referred to [12], especially 
Sections VIII.10 and VIII.1 1. The notation will conform by and large 
to [12], [14] and [9], although note that our discs d(a; 8) have been 
defined here to be open and not closed. All measures considered are 
finite Baire measures, or equivalently, finite regular Bore1 measures. 
The restriction of a measure v to a set 5’ is written as vs . 
The generic open subset of the Riemann sphere S2 will be denoted 
by U. Instead of dealing with A(K), we will find it convenient to 
focus our attention on the algebra A(U) consisting of those functions 
in H”(U) which extend continuously to the closure 0 of U. With this 
notation, A(K) consists of the functions in A(K”), extended in all 
possible continuous ways to K. 
If A(U) contains a nonconstant function, then A(U) separates the 
points of U, so that A(U) becomes a uniform algebra on U 
(cf. [12, 11.11). Th e version of the abstract F. and M. Riesz theorem 
for A(U) is analogous to the corresponding theorem for R(K) 
(cf. [12, VI.3.41). 
THEOREM 1.1. Let P, , Pz ,... be the nontrivial parts of A(U). Then 
Pj n U is dense in Pj . Moreover, there aye disjoint Bore1 sets El , E, ,... 
with the following properties: 
(i) Pj C Ej _C Pj . 
(ii) Every representing measure for points in Pi is carried by Ei . 
(iii) If p E A( U)L, then t+, E A(Pi n U)l, and p = C Pi, , with 
the series converging in norm. 
(iv) 1j p E A( U)l, th en each pEj is absolutely continuous with 
respect to some representing measure for a point in U n Pi . 
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Indication of proof: The anolog of the Browder-Wilken metric 
density theorem for A(U) asserts that each nontrivial Gleason part 
of A(U) has full area density at each of its points. The set of points 
on aU which belong to nontrivial parts, that is, which are not peak 
points for A(U), has zero area. Combining these two facts, we see that 
U n Pj is dense in each Pi . That takes care of the first assertion of 
the theorem. The same techniques, involving the Cauchy transform 
and the abstract F. and M. Riesz theorem, which established 
[12, VI.3.41, 1 a so serve to produce sets Ei with properties (i), (ii), (iv), 
and the following property: If p E A( U)l, then pEj E A( U)l, and 
P = CP.E: The proof that pE is orthogonal to A( U n Pj) requires a 
more detailed analysis invoIcing the Cauchy transform and the 
Krein-Schmulian theorem. Since we will not need this further piece 
of information, we do not give details. 
The components of U will be denoted by U, , U, ,... . Harmonic 
measure on aU for points x E U will be denoted by p2: . It will be 
convenient to define a positive measure p on aU by 
where pi is harmonic measure for some fixed point zi E Uj . Then 
p(E) = 0 if and only if &E) = 0 for all z E U. The harmonic 
extension of a bounded Bore1 function on aU is denoted by 
Jc4 = J-f4& 9 ZE u. 
If v is any measure of aU which dominates p (written v > TV), the 
operator f +Jmaps L”(v) onto a space of bounded harmonic functions 
on U. This operator, and some of its close relatives, will be frequently 
used in all that follows. 
The symbol Hm( ) v will denote the weak-star closure of A(U) or 
J?(K), whichever is under discussion at the time, in L”(v). The 
following fact is proved in Theorem VIII. 11.1 of [ 121. It is actually 
valid for any positive measure cr < R(K)l. 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose that R(K) is pointwise boundedly dense in 
H”O(K”), while R(aK) = C(aK). Let u be a measure on aK which is 
either a representing measure or the variation of an orthogonal measure. 
Then the operatorf -f(x) = Jf dv, , x E Ko, is an isometric isomorphism 
of H”(p + U) and H”(Ko). [H ere H*(p + u) is the weak-star closure 
;f R(K) in L”(p + a).] 
The analogous theorem for the algebra A(U) was proved by 
Davie [9]. 
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THEOREM 1.3. Suppose that A(U) is pointwise boundedly dense in 
HW( U). Let u be either a representing measure for A(U) or the variation 
of a measure in A( U)l. Then the operator f-j(z) = Jf dp, , x E U, 
is an isometric isomorphism of H”(p + cr) and H”O( U). [Here H”(p +u) 
is the weak-star closure of A(U) in L”O(,LL + u)]. 
The algebra of bounded analytic function on U is denoted by 
H”O( U), and its maximal ideal space is denoted by J(U). The functions 
in H”(U) will generally be regarded as continuous functions on 
J&‘(U), by identifying a function with its Gelfand transform. 
2. IDENTIFYING BOUNDARY VALUES 
We isolate here a key argument used in the next two sections. First, 
however, we must discuss the maximal ideal space of H”O(U). 
If U is a bounded open set, so that the coordinate function Z 
belongs to H”(U), then 2 projects the maximal ideal space M(U) 
of H”(U) continuously onto u, and 2 maps Z-i(U) homeomorphically 
onto U. If w E 0, the set Z-l(w) is called the$ber over w. 
We can still define a projection of d(U) onto a, even if U is not 
bounded, providing H”O( U) contains a nonconstant function (cf. [13]). 
In this case, for each y E d(U), there is a unique point Z(v) E S2 
such that F(f) =f(Z(y)) f or all f E H”o( U) which extend to be 
analytic in a neighborhood of Z(y). The map Z defined in this way is 
a continuous map of J&!(U) onto U, and Z is a homeomorphism of 
Z-r(U) onto U. The map Z is an extension of the coordinate function 
to J&‘(U), and agrees with the Gelfand transform of Z whenever U 
is bounded. Again the fiber of J&‘(U) over a point w E u is defined 
to be Z-l(w). 
One way to describe Z when U is unbounded is this: Rotate U so 
that co E U. If g, E&‘(U) is “evaluation at co,” set Z(F) = co. 
Otherwise, choose h E H”O( U) satisfying gi(h) # h( co) = 0, note that 
zh(z) E H”O( U), and set Z(F) = q(zh)/y(h). 
We need the cluster value theorem from [13], which we state here 
for future reference. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Cluster Value Theorem). Iff E Hm( U), and w E 0, 
then the range (of the Geljand transform) off on thejiber Z-l(w) coincides 
with the cluster set off at w. 
We will also need the following consequence of the cluster value 
theorem. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let U be an open set with CO 4 aLI, and let u be a 
positive measure on alJ such that f-f(z) is an isomorphism of 
H*(p + CJ) and H*(U). Let M be the maximal ideal space of L*(p + a), 
and let 2 E C(M) be the Gelfand transform of the coordinate function Z 
in L”(p + u). If w E aLJ and f E HW(y + u), then the range (of the 
Gelfand transform) off on the fiber z;-‘(w) of M over w is contained in 
the cluster set off at w. 
Proof. The isomorphismf -J of H”(p + u) and H”o(U) permits 
us to define a map 5’ : M -JWV by <%4(f) = df), when v E M 
and f E H”(p + u). If 2 is the projection of A(U) onto i7 then it is 
easily seen that 2 0 S = 2. It follows that f (i?-‘(w)) Cf(E1(w)). 
This latter set coincides with the cluster set ofpat w, so we are done. 
There is a similar version when H”(p + u) is the weak star closure 
of R(K). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let K be compact and let u be a positive measure on 
aK such that f-f(z) is an isomorphism of H”(p + u) and H”O(K”). 
Let M and 2 be as above. If w E 8K andf E H”I& + a), then the range 
(of the Gelfand transform) off on the $ber z-l(w) of M over w is con- 
tained in the cluster set off at w. 
Proof. The proof is the same as that of 2.2. 
3. DIRICHLICITY OF A(U) 
We can now show that one of Davie’s conditions for A(U) to be a 
Dirichlet algebra is redundant. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let U be an open subset of the Riemann sphere. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) A(U) is a Dirichlet algebra on au. 
(ii) Each component of U is simply connected, and A(U) is point- 
wise boundedly dense in H”O( U). 
Proof. We can assume that Hm( U) contains nonconstant functions. 
Otherwise the connected set S2\ U would reduce to one point, in which 
case both (i) and (ii) are true. 
That (i) implies (ii) is a classical fact about Dirichlet algebras. It 
follows from Wermer’s embedding theorem describing the parts of 
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Dirichlet algebras, and the Hoffman-Wermer pointwise bounded 
approximation theorem for Dirichlet algebras. 
Conversely, suppose that (ii) is true. By restricting our attention 
to a connected component of i7, we can assume that i7 is connected. 
Then aU is connected. By rotating the sphere, we can also assume that 
agau. 
By Davie’s theorem in [9], it will suffice to show that every measure 
on aU orthogonal to A(U) is dominated by the sum of harmonic 
measures p. In view of 1.1, it will suffice to show that every 
representing measure v on aU for a point p E U is dominated by p. 
So let v be as above, and let E be a closed subset of aU satisfying 
p(E) = 0. To conclude the proof, we must show that v(E) = 0. 
Since the Dirichlet problem is solvable for simply connected sets, 
there are continuous functions u, on U such that U, 3 0, u, is 
harmonic on U, u, 3 1 on E, and u,(p) + 0. Since each component 
of U is simply connected, we can define a conjugate harmonic function 
*u, for u, on U. If F, = e+n+ i*Un), then F, E Hm( U), 1 F, j extends 
continuously to u, j F, 1 6 1, / F,(p)1 + 1, and 1 F, 1 < l/e on E. 
By 1.13 there is f, EH~(~ + v) satisfying 1 fn j < 1 and f,(z) = 
Jfn dpB = F,(z). By the cluster value theorem, / y(F,)/ = e-u,(w) for 
all y E J?‘( U) in the fiber Z-i(w), w E au. From 2.2 it follows that 
j f, 1 = e+n (p + v)-a.e. on au. Hence 
Isffdvl G/e-“” dv < v(aU/E) + v(E)/e = 1 - (1 - l/e) v(E). 
Since s f, dv = ] f, dpP = F,(p) tends to one in modulus, we obtain 
v(E) = 0, as required. 
COROLLARY 3.2. A(K) is a Dirichlet algebra if and only if each 
component of K” is simply connected and A(K) is pointwise boundedly 
dense in P(K”). 
4. A THEOREM ON UNIFORM APPROXIMATION 
In this section we prove a theorem which infers uniform approxi- 
mation from pointwise bounded approximation. The same conclusion, 
under more restrictive hypotheses, was obtained in Theorem 3.4 
of [14]. The theorem here will be used to obtain results concerning 
R(K) from their analog for A(U). 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let K be a compact plane set such that R(aK) = 
C(aK), and such that R(K) is pointwise boundedly dense in HW(Ko). 
Then R(K) = A(K). 
Proof. First note that every nontrivial Gleason part P of R(K) 
meets K”. In fact, if P is a nontrivial part, then VI.3 of [12] shows that 
R(P) # C(P), so that P cannot be contained in aK. In view of this 
remark, and the decomposition theorem for measures orthogonal to 
R(K) ([12, 11.8.6 and VI.2.3]), ‘t 1 su ffi ces to show that A(K) _C H”(a), 
where D is a representing measure on aK for p E K”, and H”O(o) is the 
weak-star closure of R(K) in La(o). 
So let p and u be as above, and let FE A(K). Let p be the positive 
measure on aK associated with U = K* as in Section 1, so that 
p(E) = 0 if and only if pZ(E) = 0 for all x E KO. By 1.2, the mapping 
f-+4 = Sf4% is an isometric isomorphism of H”(p + u) and 
H”(K”), where H”(p + u) is the weak-star closure of R(K) in 
L”(P + 4. 
Choose f E H”o(,~ + u) such that 3 = F on K”. Let p belong to the 
maximal ideal space ik! of L”(p + u). By the Cluster Value 
Theorem 2.1, the function F, regarded as an element of Hm(Ko), 
assumes the constant value F(Z(q)) on the fiber Z-‘(i(q)). By 2.3 
we obtain y(F) = q(f), th is f or all 3) E M. It follows that f and F 
coincide, regarded as functions in Lw(p + u), so that f E W”(p + u). 
That does it. 
5. DIRICHLICITY OF R(K) 
The preceding two theorems yield the following. 
THEOREM 5.1. The following are equivalent, for a compact plane 
set K: 
(i) R(K) is a Dirichlet algebra. 
(ii) R(aK) = C(BK), each component of K* is simply connected, 
and R(K) is pointwise boundedly dense in HW(Ko). 
Proof. Either condition implies that R(K) = A(K). For 
condition (i), this is the Glicksberg-Wermer proof of Mergelyan’s 
theorem, given in 11.9.3 of [12]. F or condition (ii), this is Theorem 4.1. 
Now the equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from the A(K) version of 
the theorem, and the fact that R(BK) = C(aK), whenever 
R(K) = A(K). 
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There are two examples we should mention here, for they show that 
none of the conditions in 5.l(ii) are redundant, and they motivate a 
part of the later discussion. The first example is the well-known 
“string of beads” (cf. [12, p. 1461). Th’ is is the compact set K obtained 
from the closed unit disc by deleting a sequence of pairwise disjoint 
open discs with centers on the real axis so as to leave on [-1, l] a 
nowhere dense perfect set of positive length. Here each component 
of K” is simply connected, and R(8K) = C(aK), but R(K) is not a 
Dirichlet algebra. 
The second example is the moldy Swiss cheese, which is constructed 
as follows. Let X be a Swiss cheese, that is a compact set obtained 
from the closed unit disc d by excising a sequence {O,>r=r of pairwise 
disjoint open discs, whose centers are dense in A, and whose radii sum. 
Let Dj be a spiraling simple-connected domain in Aj such that 
8Aj C 8D, , but no point of 8Aj is accessible from Dj . We can also 
arrange that Aj\Dj is connected, while Dj is the interior of D, . Set 
X=X”@,). 
j=l 
Since R(X) # C(X), and 8K 1 X, we have J!(aK) j; C(aK). On the 
other hand, the components of K” are the Dj , which are simply 
connected. And R(K) is pointwise boundedly dense in Hm(Ko). To 
verify this last assertion, note that Ej = Dj u (S2\Ai) has a connected 
complement, so R(Ej) is a Dirichlet algebra. Thus if f E Hm(Ko), 
there is a sequence f, E R(Ej) C R(K) satisfying llfn 11 < /Ifi/, such 
that f, converges pointwise to f on Dj and to 0 on S2\Jj . This is 
enough to guarantee pointwise bounded density. 
6. POINTWISE NORM-PRESERVING APPROXIMATION 
The proof of the Farrell-Rubel-Shields theorem in [23] uses a 
“modification of convergence” technique to derive bounded pointwise 
density from L2 density. In [l] Ahern and Sarason proved the Farrell- 
Rubel-Shields theorem for finitely connected compact sets by 
applying the separation theorem to convex subsets of Lco(,u). Their 
proof is reproduced in [12, VI.5.21, and is used in [12, VIII.ll.l] to 
obtain “strong” pointwise bounded density for a class of infinitely 
connected planar sets. This argument was later extended by Davie [9], 
who showed that if A(U) is pointwise boundedly dense in Hm( U), 
then it is “strongly” pointwise boundedly dense; that is, ball A( 72) 
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is pointwise boundedly dense in ball Hm( U). Each of these proofs 
uses an isometry between Hw( U) and a subalgebra of La(p). 
The reader who wishes to see an indication of this line of argument 
is referred to Theorem 8.1. Its proof is a slight extension of Davie’s 
proof, and it can be read independently of the more detailed version 
into which we are about to plunge. 
In this section, we will extend Davie’s proof to cover approximation 
by functions which extend continuously across some subset Q of au. 
We will also require uniform covergence on some subset of Q, a 
complication necessary for the iteration arguments used below. 
While we will apply the separation theorem to a special locally 
convex topology which fits our purposes, the general line of proof is 
quite flexible, and can be used to reduce norms under a variety of 
hypotheses. 
We begin by establishing an isomorphism between Hm( U) and a 
subalgebra of L”(X), for an appropriate measure h on A(U). For 
this, we suppose that Hm( U) contains nonconstant functions. In 
general, it is not always possible to represent every function in Hm( U) 
as an integral Jf(w) dp,( w ) f or some function f defined on a U. Indeed, 
the characteristic function of a component of the interior of a string 
of beads can not be so represented. However, this representation is 
possible, provided we lift the harmonic measure pLz to the maximal 
ideal space k?‘(U) of H”(U). 
For this purpose, let d be the open unit disc, let m, be the harmonic 
measure on &l for w E A, and let G be the universal covering map of d 
over some component U, of U. Then G extends to a continuous map 
from A?(d) to A!( U,) _C d(U), and G maps ~&‘(d)\d into A’( U,)\U, . 
For x E U, , choose w E A to satisfy G(w) = z, and let A, be the 
measure on ~2’( U)\U defined by h,(E) = m,(G-l(E)). If wi E d 
also satisfies G(w,) = z, and T is the covering transformation satis- 
fying T(w,) = w, then G 0 T = G on A!(d), so that mJG-l(E)) = 
m,(T-l(G-l(E)) = mw(G-l(E)). H ence the definition of A, does not 
depend on the choice of w E G-l(z). If f is a Bore1 function on J&‘( Cl,,), 
then f o G is a Bore1 function on M(O), and 
jfdA, = jf 0 Gdm, 
provided that f ~Lr(h,). The measures A, are mutually absolutely 
continuous for points z lying in the same component of U. But if zi 
and z2 lie in distinct components of U, then AS1 is singular to Aa, . 
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Iffe P(U), then 
where we regard f as a continuous function on A!(U). 
Now let xj be a point in the j-th component of U, and let 
A = c (l/29,$ . Then h is a positive finite measure on A’(U), and 
A, << h for all z E U. 
LEMMA 6.1. The inclusion map Hm( U) &L”(h) maps Hm( U) iso- 
metrically and isomorphically onto a weak-star closed subalgebra of 
Lw(X), consisting of precisely those f E L*(h) such that x +j(,z) = J f dh, 
is analytic on U. 
Proof. We can suppose that U is connected, and that G : A -j U 
is the universal covering map. First note that the map f -f, defined by 
is a linear isometric isomorphism of L”O(X) and a space of bounded 
harmonic functions on U. In fact, if /f 1 < 1 on U, then the bounded 
harmonic function w -+ J f * G dm, = J f dhctW) = f(G(w)) is bounded 
by 1 on A, so that 1 f 0 G / < 1 m,-a.e., and 1 f 1 < 1 A-a.e. In other 
words, Ilf II < IIJ’II. S ince the inequality llfil < jl f I/ is obvious, we 
obtain ilJ]l = jl f I/, as desired. 
Now suppose f E Lm(X) is such that j is analytic. Then there is 
g E H”(U) which, when regarded as a function in La(h), satisfies 
2 = J Consequently, g = f A-a.e., and the image of the inclusion 
H”O( U) CL”(h) d oes 
such that J is analytic. 
consist of precisely those functions f in L”(h) 
Let fu be a net in the unit ball of H”(U) such that fa converges 
weak-star to f in La(h). Thenf(z) = 1 f dX, = lim J f* dh, = lim f=(z) 
for all x E ?I, so that f”is evidently analytic on U, and f belongs to the 
range of the inclusion H”(U) C La(h). It follows that ball Wm( U) is 
weak-star closed in L”O(X). By the Krein-Schmulian theorem, H”(U) 
is weak-star closed in L”o(~). That proves the lemma. 
Now let Q be a closed subset of au, and let Hm( U, Q) denote the 
(not necessarily closed) subalgebra consisting of those functions in 
H=(U) which extend continuously to some neighborhood of Q in 
the plane. Let A( U, Q) d enote the compact space obtained by 
identifying each fiber Z-r(w), w E Q, to a point. By the cluster value 
theorem, the functions in H”( U, Q) are constant on each fiber Z-l(w), 
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w E Q, and hence can be regarded as continuous functions on A( U, Q). 
Although we have no need of the fact, it follows easily from the 
methods in [13] that A( U, Q) is the maximal ideal space of the 
uniform closure of H”O(U, Q). 
It will be convenient to consider measures on J&!( U, Q) instead of 
J%‘(U). Let r denote the projection of &2’(U) onto J&‘( U, Q); this is 
just the identity over A( U, Q)\Q, and it is the natural projection 
2 : J@‘(U) F+ u over Q. Let X,’ and X’ be the projections on ~2’( U, Q) 
of h, and h, respectively, defined by h,‘(E) = A,(n-r(E)) for E a Bore1 
subset of &‘( U, Q). Thus 
when f E Ll(h,‘). Notice that X,’ coincides with X, on &‘( U, Q)\Q. If 
f E HW( U, Q), then 
f(4 = jhz’> .z E u. 
The weak-star closure of H”O( U, Q) in L”(h’) will be denoted by 
H”O(X’). As one might guess, Hm(X’) is isometrically isomorphic with 
the weak-star closure of H”o( U, Q) in L”(X). That will be shown in the 
next proof. 
LEMMA 6.2. The map f -f(z) = J” f dh,’ is an isometric isomorphism 
of H”(X’) and a closed subalgebra of H”(U). If every f E Hw( U) can be 
approximated pointwise boundedly on U by functions in Hw( U, Q), then 
the map f - j is an isometric isomorphism of H”O(h’) and HW( U). 
Proof. If E is a compact subset of &z’( U, Q) with h’(E) = 0, then 
h(+(E)) = 0. Th us each measure in Lr(X) (that is, absolutely 
continuous with respect to X) projects onto a measure in Ll(h’). It 
follows that a net (fa} in LW(h’) converges weak-star to f if and only if 
the corresponding net {fa o r} converges weak-star in L”(h) to f 0 r. 
Hence Hm(h’) can be identified with a weak-star closed subalgebra of 
Ha(h), (indeed, with the weak-star closure in L”(h) of HW( U, Q)). But 
HW(X) is isometrically isomorphic with HW( U). That proves the first 
statement of the lemma. 
If F E H”(U), and fn is a sequence in Hw( U, Q) converging pointwise 
boundedly to F on U, then any weak-star adherent point f in HW(h’) 
of the sequence will satisfy J = F. Consequently, f-p maps H”(h’) 
onto H”(U), whenever Hm( U, Q) is pointwise boundedly dense in 
HW( U). That completes the proof. 
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One of the modes of convergence which will arise is uniform 
convergence on compact subsets of 4+‘( U)\Z-l(Q) z JH( U, Q)\Q. This 
convergence can be characterized as follows. 
LEMMA 6.3. A net {fa} in H*(U) converges uniformly to f on each 
compact subset of A( U)/Z-l(Q) if and only if fE converges uniformly to f 
on each subset of U at a positive distance from Q. 
Proof. This follows immediately from the cluster value 
Theorem 2.1. 
Now we will fix a positive measure Y on JZ( U, Q), and a compact 
subset P of D such that P n aU C Q, and P n U is dense in P. 
Let 9 denote the set of bounded Bore1 functions on J&‘( U, Q) which 
are continuous on P and on &!( U, Q)\Q. Identify any two functions 
which agree h’ + v almost everywhere, and which agree on J$‘( U, Q)\Q. 
Any two such functions will also agree on P. Topologize $9 by 
declaring that a net {fa) in 4? converges to f if and only iffo converges 
to f uniformly on P and on each compact subset of J&‘( U, Q)\Q, and 
fU converges to f weak-star inL”O(h’ + v). Equipped with this topology, 
g is a locally convex topological vector space. 
Let B(X’ + v) be the closure of H”O( U, Q) in @. Then B(h’ + V) is 
a uniformly closed algebra of functions on J&!( U, Q), determined 
A’ + v-almost everywhere on Q\P. The map f-j’(z) = Jf dh,’ is an 
algebra homomorphism of B(h’ + v) into H”O( U), and amounts to 
nothing more than restricting a function to U C A( U, Q)\Q. 
If S is a subset of Q, write SC for the complement of S in JY( U, Q). 
LEMMA 6.4. There is a Bore1 subset S of Q\P such that the kernel of 
the operator f -3 consists precisely of the functions in L”(v,), extended 
to be zero ofs S. Also, h’(S) = 0, and B(h’ + v) consists of the functions 
in B(h’ + vso), extended in all possible bounded measurable ways to S. 
Thus on B(X’ + vsG), the operator f -f is one-to-one. 
Proof. Suppose that f E B(X’ + v) satisfies 3 = 0. Let fu be a net 
in H*( U, Q) which converges to f in the 9-topology. Then fa converges 
to 0 uniformly on each subset of U at a positive distance from Q and 
converges to f uniformly on P. By Lemma 6.3, f vanishes off Q, and 
as U n P is assumed to be dense in P, f vanishes on P as well. More- 
over, in view of Lemma 6.2, f vanishes X’-almost everywhere. 
Now let x,, E U. Then [fE - fu(z,,)]/[z - x0] converges weak-star 
in La@ + v) to f/(z - x,,), while it converges uniformly to 0 on P and 
on compact subsets of 4( U, Q)\Q. It follows thatf/(z - x,,) E B(h’ + v) 
for all x0 E U. Also,gf E B(h’ + V) for allg E A(U). Now A(U) + R(aU) 
5W8/3-3 
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is dense in C(a U). H ence C( a U)f C B(h’ + v), Lm(X’ + v)f C B(h’ + v), 
and evidently B(X’ + ) v contains all functions in Lw(x’ + v) which 
vanish wherever f does. 
Now let S be a Bore1 subset of Q\P such that B(X’ + v) contains 
all functions in L”O(h’ + v) which vanish on SC, and such that S has 
maximal v-measure among the sets with this property. The preceding 
proof shows that if f E B(X’ + v) satisfies J = 0, and f = 0 v-almost 
everywhere on S then f = 0. Consequently, the kernel of the operator 
j-J can be identified with Lm(v,). Clearly, X’(S) = 0. 
To complete the proof, we must show that every f~ B(h’ + vsG) 
is the restriction of a function in B(X’ + v). For this, let {fu} be a net 
in H”( U, Q) converging to f in the B(X’ + v,,)-topology. By what 
we have already proved, the function g, , defined to coincide with fa 
off S and defined to be zero on S, belongs to B(X’ + v). Moreover, 
g, converges in the B(X’ + v)-topology to the extension off which 
vanishes on S. That completes the proof. 
Lemma 6.4 gives us a decomposition 
B(X’ + v) = B(X’ + vsc) @L”(v,), 
where the map f-p is an algebra isomorphism of B(X’ + vsc) into 
H”O( U). We now seek conditions under which this isomorphism is an 
isometry. If the range of f-f is a closed subalgebra of H”O( U), 
we can use the simple fact that any topological isomorphism of two 
uniform algebras is an isometry (cf. [12, p. 2271) to deduce that 
llfll = Ilfll. M ore g enerally, we have the following. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let P be a compact subset of B such that P n U is 
dense in P and P n alI C Q. Let J be a un;formly closed subalgebra of 
H”O( U). Suppose that for each F E J, there is a bounded sequence (F,j& 
in Hm( U, Q) such that F, converges uniformly to F on P and on each 
subset of U at a positive distance from Q. Then f of is an isometric 
isomorphism of a subalgebra of B(X’ + vsc) and J. Moreover, ;f FE J, 
there is a net {fa} in HW( U, Q) andf E L”O(X’ + v) such that I/f /I < I/F /I, 
fa converges uniformly to F on P and on each subset of U at a positive 
distance from Q, andf, converges to f weak-star in L*(X’ + v). 
Proof. Let T be the operator f +pfrom B(X’ + V) to H”o( U). The 
hypothesis quarantees that the range of T contains J. In fact, if F E J, 
and F, E H”( U, Q) app roximate F as above, then any weak-star 
adherent point of the sequence {F,} in LW(h’ + v) will determine 
f E B(X’ + v) satisfying j’ = F, that is, T(f) = F. 
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Now T-‘(J) is a uniformly closed subalgebra of B(X’ + V) which 
splits into a direct sum 
T-YJ) = PYn n W’ + v,c)] @L”(v,). 
Since T maps the algebra T-l(J) n B(X’ + vsC) isomorphically onto J, 
T is in fact an isometry of T-l(J) n B(h’ + v,,) and J. That proves 
the first statement. For the second statement, take f E B(h’ + V) 
satisfyingf = FandlIfll = \IFII, and approximate f in the g-topology 
by a net in H”( U, Q). 
THEOREM 6.6. Let U be an open subset of the Riemann sphere, let Q 
be a closed subset of a U, and let P be a closed subset of u such that P r\ U 
is dense in P and P n i?U C Q. Let J be a uniformly closed sublagebra 
of H*(U) such that each FE J can be approximated, uniformly on P, 
and on each subset of U at a positive distance from Q, by a bounded 
sequence in H*)( U, Q), Th en f or each F E J, there is a sequence {F,}~Sl 
in HO”( U, Q) converging to F in the same fashion and in addition satisfying 
IlFnII G IIFII. 
Proof. By Lemma 6.5, we can identify J with a subalgebra of 
B(X) C H”o(~‘). T o establish the theorem, it will suffice to show that 
ball J is adherent to ball Hm( U, Q) in the B(X’)-topology. For then 
each f E ball J is the limit of a net in ball H”O( U, Q) uniformly on P 
and on each subset of U at a positive distance from Q. But the topology 
for such convergence is metrizable, so that the net may be replaced 
by a sequence. 
Suppose ball J is not adherent to ball H”( U, Q). By the separation 
theorem for convex sets, there is then a continuous linear functional L 
on B(h’) such that 
sup{Re(L(f)) : f E ball N”( U, 8)) < sup{Re(L( g)) : g E ball J}. (*) 
Now the B(h’)-continuous linear functionals are of the form 
L(g) =jgdu+jghdK 
where h E Ll(X’) and u is a finite measure supported on a compact 
subset of P u (A( U, Q)\Q). I n view of (*), there is g E J with 
II g (I = 1 such that 
c < 
s 
g(do + h dA’), (**) 
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c = sup 11 jf(du + h dA’) 1 :fE ball H”(U, $J)/. 
Let 7 be a norm-preserving extension of L, regarded as a functional 
on H”( U, Q), to C(J&‘( U, Q)). Then 7 is a measure on J?‘( U, Q) 
satisfying 
II 1 II = c, 
77 - u - hA’ 1 H”( u, $2). 
Applying Lemma 6.5, with v = j 7 /, we can find a net fa E Hm( U, Q) 
andfEL@‘(h’+ j~j)withl~f~~ < l,f,--+fweak-starinL”O(h’+ 170, 
and fw -+g uniform1 y on P and on each subset of U at a positive 
distance form Q. Then f = g h’-almost everywhere, so that 
jf,(du + h dA') + j g(du + h dh'). 
On the other hand, 
so that 
This contradiction to (**) establishes the theorem. 
For approximation by functions which extend analytically 
across Q these methods give a similar result provided we assume - -- 
fi(Q\P) = C(Qz\P)- 
THEOREM 6.7. Let U be an open subset of the Riemann sphere, let Q 
be a closed subset of au, and let P be a subset of a with P n U dense in P 
and P n BU C Q. Assume R(Q\P) = C(Q\P). Let J be a unzyoormly 
closed subalgebra of Ha(U). S pp u ose that for each FE J, there is a 
bounded sequence {F,)& in Hm( U) such that each F, extends to be 
analytic in a neighborhood of Q, and such that F, converges uniformly 
to F on P and on each subset of U at a positive distance from Q. Then 
there is a sequence in H*(U) having all the properties of the F, , and in 
addition satisfying 11 F, 11 < 1) F 11. 
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Proof. The preceding proof goes through intact providing we 
replace Hw( U, Q) by the algebra of functions in H”O( U) which extend 
to be analytic in a neighborhood of Q. The only new difficulty which 
appears is that we no longer know that A( U)f C B(X’ + v) in the 
proof of Lemma 6.4. However, in view of our additional hypothesis 
that R(Q\P) = C(Q\P), we still obtain C(Q)f C B(h’ + Y), so that the 
preceding argument remains valid. 
Since F, E H”O( V, u U) for some open V, 3 Q, the symbol 11 F, 11 is 
ambiguous here. In fact we have only proved that 1 F,(x)1 < II F II 
for x E U. However, shrinking V, and replacing F, by (1 - l/n) F, , 
we also have 1 F,(x)/ < /IF I\ f or x E V, u U. Having made that 
observation, we will ignore such ambiguities below. 
We now state several immediate corollaries of 6.6 and 6.7. Further 
applications will be developed in subsequent sections. First, we note 
that the preceding theorems include Davie’s theorems on pointwise 
bounded approximation. Following Davie, we say that A(U) is strongly 
pointwise boundedly dense in H*(U) if every f E HW( U) can be approx- 
imated pointwise on U by a sequencef, in A(U) satisfying jj f, Ij < II f 11. 
THEOREM 6.8 (Davie [9]). If A(U) is pointwise boundedly dense in 
H”O( U), then A(U) is strongly pointwise boundedly dense in Hm( U). 
Proof. Take J = H*(U), P = 0, and Q = all in Theorem 6.6. 
THEOREM 6.9. If K is compact, R(K) is pointwise boundedly dense 
in Hm(Ko), and R(aK) = C(aK), then R(K) is strongly pointwise 
boundedly dense in H”(K”). 
proof. Take U = K”, P = 0, J = H”(K”), and Q = aK in 
Theorem 6.7. 
THEOREM 6.10. If U is an open subset of the Riemann sphere, 
z,, E 8 U, and f E HW( U), then there are f, E Hm( U) such that fn extends 
to be analytic at x0 , 11 fn 11 < jl f 11, and fn + f unz.ormZy on all subsets 
of U at a positive distance from z,, . 
Proof. Theorem VIII.10.7 of [12] states that the desired 
approximation is always possible, providing we require only that 
llfn II < 33 Ilf II- Th e result then follows from Theorem 6.7, with 
Q = {z,,}, P = 0, and J = H”O(U). 
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7. CURVILINEAR NULL SETS 
Melkinov’s estimates on the Cauchy integral show that if a set E 
lies on a sufficiently smooth curve, then any function in A(U) can be 
approximated uniformly by functions in A(U) which extend analyt- 
ically to a neighborhood of E. A version of this result which we shall 
use below is the following. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let g be a bounded Bore1 function on the Riemann 
sphere. Let U be open, with g E H”O( U), and let K be a compact subset of 
a twice continuously difkrentiable curve such that g is continuous at each 
point of K. Then there is a sequence g, of bounded Bore1 functions on 
the Riemann sphere such that (( g, I( < (/ g (I, g, converges to g uniformly, 
g, is continuous at each point of continuity of g, and g, is analytic on a 
neighborhood of U u K. 
Proof. The proof of Lemma 1 of V.4 of [22] applies, once we 
observe that the continuity of g is used only at points of K. For 
detailed proofs of this type of theorem, see Vitushkin’s exposition [22], 
especially V.4, and also VIII.13 of [12]. 
In this section we will modify the proof given by Vitushkin, 
applying it to pointwise bounded convergence. This can be done 
provided the linear measure of E is zero. Thus we define a curvilinear 
null set as a bounded subset of (outer) length zero of a twice contin- 
uously differentiable curve. A a-curvilinear null set will be a countable 
union of curvilinear null sets. We will need the following splitting 
lemma for analytic capacity. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let r be a compact interval lying on a twice continuously 
dzpererentiable curve. Then there is a constant c(r) with the following 
property: If A is an open disc which is divided by Finto two open halves A+ 
and A-, and U is open, then 
Proof. According to the Melnikov-Vitushkin estimates, we have 
a constant c,(r) such that 
Now by considering a tubular neighborhood of r we can find smooth 
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curves r, , E > 0, such that r, + r as E + 0, and r, divides A+ into 
an open strip S, between r and r, and an open half T, on the other 
side of r, . Applying the estimates to the r, , we obtain 
Y(@+ ” r)\u) d C,(~AYW, ” r ” rJ\u) + Y(VE ” rJ\vl- 
Now the constants cr(r() depend on the smoothness of the tangent 
vector of r, , and so can be chosen to be uniformly bounded as E + 0. 
Letting E + 0, we obtain 
Y(P ” T)\Ul G 44~\ U) + ,(~+\u)l, 
where c depends only on I’. Making a similar estimate on A-, we obtain 
the first inequality. The second inequality follows from the first and 
the monotonicity of y. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let E be a curvilinear null set and let U be an open 
set. There is a constant M, depending only on E, such that sff E H*(U), 
there exists a sequence {fn}& , in Hm( U) such that fn extends analytically 
to an open neighborhood (depending on n) of E and satisJies ( fn 1 < M 11 f 11 
there, and fn converges to f uniformly on each subset of U at a positive 
distance from E. If f extends continuously to some closed subset T of 
alI\& then the fn can also be chosen to extend continuously to T and to 
converge to f uniformly on T. 
Proof. Let E lie on a compact interval r of a smooth curve, and 
let 6 > 0 be small. We can assume that every disc with center on E 
and radius 36 is divided into two halves by r. Let A, , 1 < j < N(S), 
be open discs of radius 6 centered on E such that E C Uy?T Ai , and 
such that no point z E r is contained in more than two of the discs Aj . 
Let dj be the open disc concentric with A, with radius 36. The 
analytic capacity of a subset of r is comparable to its length. Hence 
for some constant c,,(r), we have 
since the two sets appearing here have the same length. From 
Lemma 7.2, we obtain 
Y(&\ u> < 243 c(r)M&\( uu r)) + ~((4 n r)\( U u E)l. 
Hence there is a compact subset Ki of d”j such that y(Kj) 3 
Y(A\ u)/4%(r) 40 and such that either Ki C Jj.\( U u P) or 
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Ki C (Jj n r)\( U u E). In any event, Ki C Jj and Kj does not 
meet U u E. 
Let ?j be a smooth function, supported on a compact subset of ~j , 
such that yj > 0, / ayj/Z / < S/S, and C yi = 1 is a neighborhood 
of U Aj. Set f = 0 off U, and define 
It is known [12, VIII.10.2] that fj is continuous wherever f is con- 
tinuous, fi is analytic on U and off Aj , fj( 00) = 0, ]jfj /) < lo2 1) f [I, 
and f - C fj is analytic on U Aj . Then 
In view of the estimate on y(Jj\U), there is a function gj analytic 
off Ki such that gj( oz) = 0, gj’( a) = fj’( a), and ]I gi (1 < 4c0(r) C(T)* 
102 * 1) f I(. Note that gj is analytic on U, and in a neighborhood of E. 
Thus f- Cz;(fj -gj) is analytic on U and in a neighborhood of E, 
and extends continuously to any point of au, outside the 38 neigh- 
borhood of E to which f extends continuously. We will show that these 
functions approximate f appropriately as 6 -+ 0. For this, it suffices 
to show that the functions 
N(6) 
are uniformly bounded, and tend to zero uniformly on sets at a positive 
distance from E as 6 -+ 0. So fix a point x0 , let A, be the annulus 
{k& < I z - x0 I < (k + v>, and let M(K) be the number of discs Jj 
which meet A, but not Akpl . Then 
f M(k) = N(S). 
k=O 
Moreover, in view of the smoothness of r and the assumptions on the 
Aj , there is a constant M such that for all sufficiently small 6 > 0, 
M(k) < M for k < l/l/ST 
Now fj - gj is analytic off Jj and vanishes together with its derivative 
at co. Hence 
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for all indices j for which Jj meets A,; but not A,-, . Hence 
Using the estimates 
and noting that &V(S) is uniformly bounded, we obtain 
I F&o)/ G c I fh,) - g&,)l d Ml < ~0, 
where Ml depends only on E. Hence the F8 are uniformly bounded. 
Moreover, if the distance from z,, to E exceeds d, then the distance 
from x0 to dj exceeds d for 6 sufficiently small, so that M(k) = 0 
for k < d/S. Hence 
Since &V(S) is bounded, Fs(.z,) tends to zero, uniformly in a0 provided 
x0 remains at a positive distance from E. That concludes the proof. 
We do not know whether the approximating functions fn of 7.3 
can be taken to satisfy 1 fn 1 < 11 f/I. However, if E is closed, then 
Theorem 6.7 applies, showing that we can indeed take I fn I < /If 11. 
By iterating this result, we obtain the next corollary, which extends 
Theorem 6.10. In fact, note that 7.4 below applies to any countable 
set E, although that special case could be deduced directly from 
Theorem 6.10. Recall that a u-curvilinear null set is a countable union 
of curvilinear null sets. 
COROLLARY 7.4. Let E be a o-compact a-curvilinear null set. If U 
is open, and f E Hm( U), then there is a sequence {f,} in IP( U) such that 
f, extends to be analytic on an open set containing E, 11 f, 11 < /If /I, and 
f, converges to f uniformly on each subset of U at a positive distance 
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from E. Moreover, ;ff extends continuously to a neighborhood of a compact 
subset T of (alJ)\E, then the f, can be chosen to extend continuously to a 
neighborhood of T and to converge to f un;formly on T. 
Proof. We can write E = u,“=r El; where Ek is a compact 
curvilinear null set lying on a twice continuously differentiable 
curve r, . Let f E Wm( U) satisfy 11 f 1) < 1, let S be a subset of U at a 
positive distance from E, and let E > 0. Let P be a closed neigh- 
borhood of T such that P n U is dense in P n i7, P n E = %, and 
such that f is continuous on a neighborhood of P. 
By Theorem 7.3 there exists an open neighborhood VI of El and 
a function g, E H”o( VI u U) such that g, extends continuously to a 
neighborhood of P, and / g, - f / < ~12 on P u S. In view of 6.7, 
and the equality R(E,) = C(E,), we can find such a VI and g, which 
also satisfy / g, 1 < 1 on V, U U. 
Repeating this process, we obtain a sequence of open sets {V,) and a 
sequence of functions {g,} such that E, _C V, , g, E Hw( U u tJEzl V,), 
/ g, 1 < 1, g, extends continuously to a neighborhood of P, and 
I g, - g,-1 I < P-l E on S u P. Taking V = (J V, , and taking g 
to be any cluster point of the sequence {g,}, we find that E _C V, 
g E H”( U u V), / g ) < 1 on U u V, g extends continuously to P, 
andIg--flG E on S u P. That proves the corollary. 
We now modify, in another way, the same Vitushkin argument 
alluded to above in order to obtain pointwise bounded approximation 
from a capacity estimate. 
LEMMA 7.5. Let U be an open subset of the Riemann sphere and let r 
be a twice continuously dzrerentiable curve. Let c > 0, r > 1 and S,, > 0 
be fixed, and let S be the set of x E I’ n 8U such that 
y(Ll(z; 6) n au) < ccd(d(z; rS)\U) 
fo7 all 6 > 6,. Let T be a compact subset of au. Then ,for any 
f E H”( U, T), there exists a sequence {f,}zFl in H”o( U, S u T) such that 
/If, I/ < 11 f II and f,(z) ++f (z) uniformly on each compact subset of 
U u T. 
Proof. We first show how a modification of a technique of 
Vitushkin’s produces functions g, satisfying all the conditions of 
the fn , except that I/ g, 11 < c,, //f (I, where c,, depends only on c and Y. 
Let f E Hw( U, T) satisfy 11 f I/ < 1 and let W be an open neighbor- 
hood of T such that f extends continuously to U u W and satisfies 
If I < 1 there. We define f on all of Sa by setting f = 0 off U u W. 
For each 6 < 6, , cover S\W by open discs dj , 1 <j < N(6), 
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with radii S and centers on S\W, in such a way that no z E r lies in 
more than two of the discs dj . Choose infinitely differentiable 
functions ?j , 1 <j 6 N(S), such that yj is supported on di, 
I a~iIa~ I < 8/S, and C vj = 1 on S\W. Define 
fj(() = ; j j f(; I;@ $ dx dy. 
Known properties of the fj (see [12, VIII.lO]), together with the 
hypothesis, imply there exist functions Fi E C(S2) such that Fj is 
analytic off dj\U, where Jj is an open disc concentric with dj but of 
radius rS; such that Fi - fi vanishes twice at co; and such that 
llFj -fj II d b, w h ere b depends only on C and Y. Moreover, 
g8 =f -If) +x4 
is in Hm( U, S v T) if S is sufficiently small. Now the last two 
paragraphs of the proof of 7.3 show that the g, are uniformly bounded, 
z uniformly on sets at a positive distance from ydwthat g&4 -f ( 1 
This verifies our assertion that Lemma 7.5 is true providing we 
replace the conclusion Ij fn 11 < /j f 11 by the weaker conclusion 
llfn II < co llf II. T o reduce the norms of the approximating sequences, 
we wish to appeal to Theorem 6.6. For this, let P be a closed subset 
of B such that P n U is dense in P, and T C P C W. It is easy to see 
that 5’ is closed, so that the set Q = S u (P n SU) is closed, and 
P n aU C Q. Let J be the uniform closure of the algebra 
EP( U, P n a U) in HW( U). The above proof shows that every function 
hEHOO(U, Pn au) can be approximated uniformly on P, and on 
each subset of U at a positive distance from Q, by a sequence 
h, E H”( U, Q) satisfying jl h, /j < cO I/ h /I. The same goes for any h E J. 
Theorem 6.6 then shows that we can take the norms of the approxi- 
mators to satisfy // h, /I < /I h 11. In particular, we can approximate f 
by f, as above satisfying I/ fn Ij < II f 11. That concludes the proof. 
Coupling the results of this section with an iteration argument 
yields the next theorem, which enables us to approximate boundedly 
pointwise by functions extending analytically across a sequence of arcs 
simultaneously. 
THEOREM 7.6. Let U be an open subset of the Riemann sphere, and 
let {I’&fzl be a sequence of twice continuously diferentiable curves. 
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Assume that for almost every z E (u I’,) n aU (with respect to arc 
length), there exists r > 1 such that 
cq(% rS)\ u> 
li%nf y(d(z; S) n au) > O* 
Then any f E H*( U) can be approximated pointwise on U by a sequence 
{fn}& in Hm( U) such that fn extends to be analytic on a neighborhood of 
<uL G> n au, and llf, II d llf /I* 
Proof. Let f E H”O( U) satisfy l/f J/ < 1. Let E > 0, and let Y be a 
compact subset of U. We must find h E H”(U) such that h extends to 
be analytic in a neighborhood of (U F,) n aU and satisfies 1 h / < 1 
there, while 1 h -f j < 3~ on Y. 
Define S, to be the set of x E aU such that r(d(x; 8) n aU) < 
nol(d(z; 6)\U), whenever 0 < 6 < l/n. It is easy to see that S, is 
closed, so that 
Tn = Sn n ( 6 -G) 
k=l 
is also closed. 
Applying Lemma 7.5, we can find an open set V, containing Tl 
and a function g, E Ha(U) such that g, extends continuously to a 
neighborhood of VI , / g, / < 1, and / g, - f 1 < e/2 on Y. Proceeding 
in this manner, we can construct open sets I?, , and functions 
g, E Hw( U) such that 
(i) T, u i;;,-l C V, . 
(ii) g, extends continuously to a neighborhood of U u r, . 
(iii) 1 g, / < 1 
(iv) / g, - g,-, j < c/2% on Y U Fnwl . 
Passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we find that the g, must 
converge uniformly on each V, and pointwise on U to a function 
g E W”“(U) such that g extends continuously to U u (J,“=, V, , 
lgl< Landlg-fl < E on Y. Note that V 2 (J,“=, S, . 
Now by using the uniform approximation Lemma 7.1 and another 
(easier) iteration, we can find an open set W > (Jz=, S, and a function 
GEHOO(UuW)suchthat /Gj tl and IG-gl <eon Y.The 
hypothesis shows that [((J I’,) n aU]\W is a u-curvilinear null set. 
Since this set is a-compact, we can invoke Corollary 7.4 to find 
h E Nw( U u W) such that h extends to be analytic in a neighborhood 
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0f(W,)nau, VI < 1, and / h - G j < E on Y. Then h is the 
desired function. 
8. POINTWISE BOUNDED DENSITY 
In view of 7.6, it seems reasonable to ask the following question: 
Given open sets U C V and f E NW(V), when is there a bounded 
sequence in A(U) converging pointwise to f on U ? We say that A(U) 
is pointwise boundedly dense in Hm( V) if every function in H”O( V) can 
be approximated pointwise on U by a bounded sequence in A(U). 
In Theorem 8.5 we will characterize bounded pointwise density in 
terms of analytic capacity. First we give four preparatory results 
whose proofs are essentially the same as those used in [9] and [14] 
to treat the case U = V. 
LEMMA 8.1. Let U C V be open subsets of S2, such that A(U) is 
pointwise bounded& dense in H”o( V). Then every f E Hw(V) can be 
approximated pointwise on U by a sequence fn in A(U) satisfying 
llfn llu G llf IIY * 
Proof. The argument is a variation of Davie’s proof [9] for the 
case U = V. In fact, suppose that the lemma is not true, i.e., that 
ball A(U) is not dense in ball H”(V) in the topology of uniform 
convergence on compact subsets of U. Then there are g E HW( V) and 
a measure T supported on a compact subset of U, such that 
llgllv < 1 
c = sup /I~fd~l:f~ballA(U)/ <[ jghl. 
c*> 
By the Hahn-Banach theorem, there is a measure p on 8U such that 
If d7 = sf da for f GA(U). 
Let p be the usual harmonic measure on 8U for U, and let TV be the 
“sweep” of 7 to aU, T,(E) = sU pLZ(E) d$z). Then To < p, and we 
have v = p - To l. A(U). By I.2 of [9], the map F -+fl(x) = Jf dp, 
from H”(p + j p 1) = HOO(p + / v 1) to HW( U) is one-to-one. 
Now consider an operator S : H”(V) -+ HOO(p + / p I), defined as 
follows: Iff E H”O( V), and f, is a bounded sequence in A( U) converging 
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pointwise to f on U, then S(f) is any weak-star adherent point of the 
sequence {f,} in H”(p + 1 p I). In order to show that S(f) is well- 
defined and one-to-one, it suffices to show that f = 0, whenever 
S(f) = 0. For this, note that S>) coincides with the restriction of j 
to U. So, if S(f) = 0, then f vanishes on U, and f will also vanish on V 
providing we assume (as we may) that every component of V meets U. 
Now it is easy to see that the operator S is multiplicative on Hw( V). 
Since any multiplicative linear operator from one uniform algebra 
to another is bounded and of unit norm, we have I/ S(f)jjm < 11 f Ijv 
for all fE H"(V). 
Now we are in a position to contradict (*). In fact, let 
G = S(g) E H”(P + I P I). Then II G IL d II g IL < 1, and ~2 = g 
on U. Let g, be a sequence in A(U) converging weak-star to G in 
H”(p + 1 0 I). Then 
SgdT = limjg,dr = lim/gndp = /Gdp, 
so that 
Is I gdT e II Gllll~ll = c- 
This contradiction establishes the theorem. 
LEMMA 8.2. Suppose that A(U) is pointwise boundedly dense in 
Hm( V). Then for each Y > 1, there is a (universal) constant C(r)such 
that 
for all $nite .z and all 6 > 0. 
Proof. The localization technique used to prove the corresponding 
fact in [14] can be adapted to this situation. We give the details of a 
proof which is simpler than that in [14]. 
Fix x # co, r > 1 and 6 > 0. Let f be admissible for d(x; 6)\V, 
i.e., f is analytic off a compact subset of A(%, 6)\V, j f 1 < 1, and 
f(co) = 0. By L emma 8.1, there is a sequence f, E A(U) such that 
llfnllv d 1 andf, +-f pointwise on U. We can extend f and the f, 
to be defined on all of S2 so that If 1 < 1 and 1 f, I < 1 on S2, 
fn( co) = 0 and fn is continuous on S2. We can also assume that f, 
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converges weak-star in L”(& dy) to some function f + h. Then 
1 h 1 < 2, and h = 0 on U. 
Let g be a smooth function such that 0 < g < 1, g vanishes off 
d(z; YS), g = 1 on d(z; S), and / ag/Z / < 2/(r - 1)6. For 5 complex, 
define 
Well-known properties of these integrals (cf. [12]) show that TJ, 
and H are analytic off a compact subset of d(x; YS), they are analytic 
on U, and they extend continuously to U. Also, 
and 
II Tgfn II < 1 + 47qP - 1) 
II HII < gnrl(r - 1). 
If we set C(r) = ~OY/(Y - l), th en we have ]I T,f, - HI\ < C(Y), so 
that I( Tgfn)‘(m) - H’(m)1 < C(Y) 01(Lil(x; vS)\U). If c is large, then 
(T,f?x) - ; j j *$dxdy ++ jjsgdxdy 
= f (5) + H(5). 
It follows that ( Tgfn)‘( co) +f’( co) + H’( co), so that 
If ‘(a)1 < C(y) +k q\v. 
Since this is true for all such admissible functions f, the lemma is 
established. 
LEMMA 8.3. Suppose that there exist Y > 1, c > 0, and 6, > 0 
such that 
for all xEaV and 0 (6 ~6,. Then A(U) is pointwise boundedly 
dense in Hm( V). 
Since the proof of 8.3 is almost exactly the same as the corresponding 
implication of Theorem 2.2 of [14], or of Theorem VIII.10.2 of [12], 
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we will not give the details. However, there is one delicate point in 
the modified proof which deserves comment. In order to carry 
Vitushkin’s line of argument through, it will not suffice to have the 
estimate in 8.3 for only points x E (aU)\v, even though the estimate 
is uniform. This is because the procedure (cf. the estimate for # and b 
on pp. 216-217 of [12]) used to match the second coefficients of the 
Laurent expansions of certain functions requires a uniform estimate 
on a neighborhood (in aF’> of points in (aU)\V. However, that one 
can get by with an estimate only on (aU)\V follows from the next 
lemma. 
LEMMA 8.4. Suppose that for each x E (aU)\V, there exists r > 1 
satisfying 
Then A( U) is pointwise boundedly dense in H”(V). 
Proof. This follows from Vitushkin’s nested disc argument 
together with 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3, as noted by Davie in the proof of 
Theorem 1.5 of [9]. In fact, Davie’s version of the proof shows that 
pointwise bounded density obtains, once it is known that the limes 
inferior is positive for all but at most countably many z E (aU)\V. 
The details of the nested disc argument are given in [9], or in 
[12, VIII.8.21. (Note that there is a misprint in the latter reference- 
there are too many 10’s.) 
Our main result in this section is the next theorem, which includes 
Lemmas 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4 as special cases. 
THEOREM 8.5. Let U _C V be open subsets of the Riemann sphere. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) A(U) is pointwise boundedly dense in H”O( V). 
(ii) For any bounded open set D, 
(iii) There is a cT-curvilinear null 
u” E (aU)\E, there exists r > 1 satisfying 
set E such that for each 
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Proof. Assume (iii) is true. We will show that A(U) is pointwise 
boundedly dense in JP( V). According to Theorem 7.6, it will suffice 
to show that A(U) is pointwise boundedly dense in H”o( W) for every 
open set W such that W 2 V u E. However, for such a IV, and for all 
x E (aU)\W, we have y(d(x; 6)\w) < r(d(z; 6)\V), so that 
for all z E (a U)\ IV. By Lemma 8.4, A( U) is pointwise boundedly dense 
in Hm( IV), as required. 
That (ii) implies (iii) is trivial, so it will suffice to show that (i) 
implies (ii). Suppose then that (i) is true, let D be a bounded open set, 
and let f be a function on S2 such that / f 1 < 1, and f is analytic off 
a compact subset of D\Y. We must show that /f’(oo)j < CX(D\U). 
For this, let IV, and IV, be open sets such that ri C IV, C m2 _C D, 
andf is analytic off a compact subset of IV, . Define 
U, = U u (S2\n2), and V, = (P\mJ u V. 
Then U, and V, are open, and f E H”( VI). 
We assert that A( U,) is pointwise boundedly dense in EP( V,). To 
prove this, it suffices to show that 
for each x E (aUl)\Vl . For each point x E (a U,)\V, , the germ of U, 
at x coincides with the germ of U at x, while the germ of V, at z 
contains the germ of V at x. Hence the estimate (*) follows from the 
corresponding estimate for U and V from Lemma 8.4, together with 
the monotonicity of y. 
Since A( U,) is pointwise boundedly dense in Hw(V,), there is by 
Lemma 8.1 a sequence fn E A( U,) such that 11 fn IjU, < 1 and fn -f 
pointwise on U, . Hence fn'(m) +f’( co), so that If ‘(co)1 < 
a(S2\ U,) d @\U), as required. That completes the proof. 
Before continuing to the next theorem, we remark that for our 
purposes, the quantities y(d(x; 6) n i?U) and y(d(x; 6)\U) are inter- 
changeable. In fact, if y(z; 6) n aU contains a long continuum, then 
both these quantities are on the order of 6; while if d(z; 6) n all is 
highly disconnected, then d(x; 6) n aU and d(x; 6)\U have roughly 
the same admissible functions, and hence comparable analytic 
capacities. More precisely, it is easy to show that 
580/8/3-4 
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The next theorem sharpens Theorem 2.2 of [14]. It is an immediate 
corollary of Theorem 8.5 and the preceding remarks. 
THEOREM 8.6. The following are equivalent, for an open subset U of 
the Riemann sphere: 
(i) A(U) is pointwise boundedly dense in H”(U). 
(ii) For each bounded open set D, 
YP\ u> = @\U). 
(ii) There is a a-curvilinear null set E such that for each 
x E (aU)\E, there exists Y > 1 satisfying 
In order to derive from 8.6 the corresponding result for pointwise 
bounded approximation by R(K), we first give a similar theorem on 
uniform approximation, which is implicit in Vitushkin’s work [22]. 
THEOREM 8.7. Let K be a compact, and let V be an open set such 
that K0 C V. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) Every function in A(V) can be approximated uniformly on K 
by functions in R(K). 
(ii) For all bounded open sets D, 
(iii) There are twice continuously differentiable curves r, , I’, ,... 
such that for each z E (aK)\ukm_l I’, , there exists Y > 1 satisfying 
We assume here that the functions in A(V) are continuously extended 
to S2, so that it always makes sense to approximate them on K. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 8.7 is similar to that of 
Theorem 8.5, except that the separation argument of Lemma 8.1 no 
longer enters, because with uniform approximation the difficulty in 
reducing norms evaporates. We sketch the details. 
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First, one proves a result like that of Lemma 8.2, stating that 
whenever R(K) is dense in A(V) on K, then 
for each Y > 1, 6 > 0 and z complex. In proving this, we can assume 
that the f, converge uniformly to the admissible function f on S2. 
Then the correction term H does not enter, so that proof is simpler in 
this case. 
Next, one proves the analog of Lemma 8.3, by tracing through 
Vitushkin’s proof in VIII.8 of [12]. Then one combines these two 
preliminary results and Vitushkin’s nested disc argument to show 
that R(K) is uniformly dense in A(V) whenever for each x E (aK)\V, 
there exists r > 1 satisfying 
lim inf Y(d(z’ rs)\K) > 0 
LO a(d(.z; S)\V) * 
With these preliminaries, the proof that (i) implies (ii) is accom- 
plished just as was the proof of the corresponding implication of 
Theorem 8.5. That (ii) implies (iii) is trivial. 
Finally, the proof that (iii) implies (i) is the same as the proof of 
the corresponding implication in Theorem 8.5, except that one 
invokes the uniform approximation Lemma 7.1 rather than 
Theorem 7.6. Using Lemma 7.1 and an iteration process, we see that if 
f E A(V) and E > 0, then there is an open set W containing 
V u (Uz-i r,) and a functiong E A(W) such that I[ g -f IIK < E. It is 
easy to verify the pointwise capacity condition on (aK)\W, so that g 
can be approximated uniformly on K by functions in R(K). That 
completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 8.8. Let K be a compact set, and let r,, I’, ,... 
be twice continuously difJerentiable curves. Suppose 
x E (aK)\(J,“,, r, , there exists Y > 1 satisfying 
that for each 
Then R(K) = A(K). 
Now we are in a position to state the desired version of Theorem 8.5 
for R(K). 
THEOREM 8.9. The following are equivalent, for a compact set K: 
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(i) R(X) = C(X), and R(K) is pointwise boundedly dense in 
H=‘(K”). 
(ii) r(D\KO) = y(D\K) for each bounded open set D. 
(iii) There is a u-curvilinear null set E such that for each 
z E (aK)\E, there exists r 3 1 satisfying 
liry @f rw; rS)\K) 
+ y(Ll(z; 6) n ac”) > O- 
Proof. First suppose that (i) is true. By Theorem 4.1, 
R(K) = A(K). By Vitushkin’s theorem (VI11.8.2 of [12]), a(D\KO) = 
y(D\K) for all bounded open sets D. By 5.5, y(D\K”) = ol(D\K”) 
for such D. Combining these equalities, we obtain (ii). Clearly, (ii) 
implies (iii), so it suffices to obtain (i) from (iii). 
So suppose that (iii) is valid. Since 01 < y, we see that 
for all x E (aK)\E. By Corollary 8.8 we see again that R(K) = A(K). 
By Vitushkin’s theorem, y(d(z; r6)\K) = (~(d(x; r6)\K0). Hence 
condition (iii) of Theorem 8.6 holds, with U = K”, so that 
R(K) = A(K”) is pointwise boundedly dense in HW(Ko). That 
R(aK) = C(aK) is a consequence of the fact that R(K) =A(K) 
(cf. [12, p. 2271). That completes the proof. 
9. RETURN TO DIRICHLET ALGEBRAS 
In this section we combine the results of Section 8 with the 
characterization of Dirichlet algebras given in Section 3. We will 
repeatedly use the fact that 
y(E) > diameter(E)/4, 
whenever E is a compact connected set. The first theorem concerns 
A(U). The useful part of the theorem is that the rather weak local 
quasigeometric condition (iv), together with a global topological 
condition, already ensures that A(U) is Dirichlet. 
THEOREM 9.1. Let U be an open subset of the Riemann sphere such 
that each component of U is simply connected, and co $ aU. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
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(i) A(U) is a Dirichlet algebra on au. 
(ii) A(U) is pointwise boundedly dense in HW( U). 
(iii) For each x E a U and each 0 < 6 < diam(a U), 
c@(z; S)\U) >, s/4. 
(iv) There is a a-curvilinear null set E such that for all z E (a U)\E, 
lim inf cu(d(z’ ‘)\‘) > 0 
6+0+ s 
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is Theorem 3.1. The 
equivalence of (ii), (iii) and (iv) follows from Theorem 8.5 and the 
observation that 
s/4 < y(Ll(z; 6) n au) < 6, 
whenever 0 < 6 -=c diam(a U). 
We give one corollary, which is motivated by the string of beads 
example. That example shows that we cannot allow the sets u, and 
u, in this corollary to meet in a set of positive length on r. 
COROLLARY 9.2. Let I’ be a twice continuously dlperentiable closed 
Jordan curve on the Riemann sphere. Let U, and U, be two open sets 
lying on diferent sides on r, such that U, meets uz in a set of zero length 
along r. Then A( U, v U,) is a Dirichlet algebra if and only ;f A( U,) 
and A( U,) are Dirichlet algebras. 
Theorem 9.1 yields necessary and sufficient conditions in order 
that A(K) be a Dirichlet algebra. The corresponding result for R(K) 
is as follows. 
THEOREM 9.3. Let K be a compact subset of the complex plane, 
such that each component of K” is simply connected. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
(i) R(K) is a Dirichlet algebra. 
(ii) R(BK) = C(BK), and R(K) is pointwise boundedly dense in 
H”O(K”). 
(iii) For each x E aK and S > 0, 
Y(& S)\K) 3 614. 
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(iv) There is a u-curvilinear null set E such that for all x E (aK)\E, 
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is Theorem 5.1. The equiv- 
alence of (ii), (iii) and ( iv ) f 11 o ows from Theorem 8.6 and the estimate 
a/4 < y(4; S)\K”) < 8 
is valid for all z E aK and 6 > 0. 
The constant l/4 appearing in condition (iii) of Theorems 9.1 and 
9.3 is sharp. This can be seen by considering a cardiod with a sharp 
spine. If one is willing to replace the constant l/4 by say 1/104, then 
one can deduce the equivalence of (iii) to (i) and (ii), using only the 
results of Section 5 and the work in [14]. Also, if one is willing to 
replace the set E in condition (iv) by an at most countable set, one 
can deduce the equivalence of (iv) to (i) and (ii) using the results of 
Section 4 and the work of Davie [9]. For all the corollaries which 
follow, excepting Corollary 9.5, it would suffice to know only that 
weaker version of the characterization. 
Now we proceed to some corollaries. 
COROLLARY 9.4. If aK is connected, and the diameters of the 
components of the complement of K aye bounded away from zero, then 
R(K) is a Dirichlet algebra. 
The next corollary extends a theorem of McCullough [18], who 
treated the case of an at most countable inner boundary. 
COROLLARY 9.5. If aK is connected, and the inner boundary of K is a 
a-curvilinear null set, then R(K) is a Dirichlet algebra. 
To prove the next corollary, one uses the known estimate (iii) for 
the K, to verify the estimate (iv) for K. 
COROLLARY 9.6. Let {Kn}& b 
and let K = n,“E, 
e a decreasing sequence of compact sets, 
K, . If A(K,) is Dirichlet for all n, then A(K) is 
Dirichlet. If R(K,) is Dirichlet for all n, then R(K) is Dirichlet. 
The following corollary, in a slightly more special form, plays a 
crucial role in the proofs of Sarason’s elegant results on the weak-star 
closure of polynomials [21]. Davie has shown (as was pointed out to us 
by Professor Sarason) that this version of the corollary could be given 
a simple proof using the logarithmic potential. 
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COROLLARY 9.7 (Sarason-Davie). Let K be a compact set such that 
R(K) is a Dirichlet algebra, and let L be a compact subset of K such that 
every component of K”\L extends to aK. Then R(L) is a Dirichlet algebra. 
Proof. Note that each component of Lo is simply connected. By 
comparing the analytic capacity of a continuum to its diameter, we 
obtain the condition (iv) at each z E (aL) n K”. The estimate also 
holds for points z E (aL) n (aK), because R(K) is Dirichlet. That 
does it. 
10. DIRICHLET ALGEBRAS ON CURVES 
In this section, we will denote by r a Jordan curve on the Riemann 
sphere S2, and let A, be the algebra of continuous functions on S2 
which are analytic off r, A, = A(S2\r). Our object is to exhibit 
curves F such that A, is a Dirichlet algebra on r. 
The complement of r consists of two components U, and U, . 
Let #r map U, conformally onto the upper half plane H, and let 
#2 map U, conformally onto the lower half plane L. Both of these maps 
extend to map r homeomorphically onto the circle R u (00). Altering 
+a by a linear transformation, if necessary, we can assume that 
is normalized to fix 0, 1, and CO. Then z,4r is an increasing homeo- 
morphism of R onto itself. With this normalization, Q& is uniquely 
determined by r, i.e., the choice of #r does not depend on z,/tr and ti2 . 
It is easy to verify that $r is the identity if and only if r is a circle. 
The equivalence of the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of the following 
theorem are essentially due to Browder and Wermer [5, 61. 
THEOREM 10.1. For a Jordan curve P on the Riemann sphere the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) A, is a Dirichlet algebra on P. 
(ii) Harmonic measures on I’ for the two components of S2\r are 
singular. 
(iii) $r is singular, that is, #r’ = 0 except on a set of linear measure 
zero. 
(iv) For all fkite z E I’, and for 0 < S < diam(r), 
c@l(z; S) n r> 3 6/4. 
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(v) There is a u-curvilinear null set E such that for all jinite 
zEr\E, 
Proof. The equivalence of (i), (iv) and (v) follows from 
Theorem 9.1. Clearly, (i) 3 (ii), b ecause the representing measures for 
points in different parts of a Dirichlet algebra are singular. As is 
well known, A( U,) is a Dirichlet algebra. By the F. and M. Riesz 
theorem (or by Theorem 1.1 (iv) of this paper), A( U,)J- C L1(pj), where 
pj is harmonic measure for some point in Uj . Hence if (ii) holds, then 
Theorem 1.1 shows that A( U)l = A( U,)l @ A( Uz)l, and A(U)’ 
contains no nonzero real measure. Thus (ii) G- (i). Finally, it is 
known that & maps a set of full harmonic measure for Uj onto a subset 
of R of full Lebesgue measure. Therefore (ii) holds if and only if #r 
maps a set of full measure onto a set of measure zero, and this occurs if 
and only if #P is singular. 
COROLLARY 10.2. If r is a Jordan curve which has positive lower 
area density at each Jinite point, then A, is a Dirichlet algebra on r. 
Proof. In view of a standard estimate [12, VIII.3.21, 
Area(E) < ~cx(E)~, 
we see that condition (v) is fulfilled at each finite point x at which r 
has positive lower area density: 
lirn inf ArWk *I n r> > 0 
6+0 62 
In [20] Osgood produced a curve which has positive area density at 
each point. We will now give an indication of an alternate construction. 
One starts with a finite closed chain of discs, each meeting only its 
two neighbors, and then only at one common point of tangency. For 
the first step, one strings together between the two points of tangency 
of each disc in the chain a chain of subdiscs, each of which meets only 
its neighbors as before, so that the subdiscs occupy most of the area 
of the original disc. This leads to a new closed chain of discs contained 
in the original one. If one proceeds by induction, performing the above 
modification at each stage so as to chew up an appropriately large area 
with appropriately small discs, the chains will shrink to a limit curve 
with the desired properties. 
The first curve r such that A, is a Dirichlet algebra was produced 
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by Browder and Wermer [5]. In order to describe their construction, 
we first mention something about the welding problem for conformal 
structures. For a reference, see Oikawa [19]. 
Let # be an increasing homeomorphism of R. Then the space S 
obtained from the closed upper half-plane H and the closed lower half- 
plane L by identifying x E H with #(x) EL is topologically a sphere, 
equipped with conformal structures on two open simply-connected 
pieces Ho and Lo, which are separated by a Jordan curve C. The 
welding problem asks when it is possible to extend the conformal 
structures of Ho and Lo across the curve C, to obtain a conformal 
structure on all of S which is compatible with the given conformal 
structures on Ho and Lo. More precisely, the welding problem can be 
solved if there is a homeomorphism v of S2 onto S which is conformal 
on y-l(HO) and on F-I(LO). This is easily seen to be equivalent to 
asking that z,4 = fir for some r. In fact, I’ is just 9-‘(C). 
There are functions # not of the form $r for any r. One such # is 
given by 
W) = I;2 for x < 0 or x > I for O<x<l 
(cf. [19]). On the other hand, if z/ is the restriction to the real axis of a 
quasiconformal homeomorphism of the upper half-plane, then $ is 
of the form z/r for some r. In fact, let v be the Beltrami coefficient 
of the extended z,4 in the upper half-plane set v = 0 in the lower 
half-plane, and let f be a solution of the Beltrami equation fg =vf, 
on the whole sphere. Then r = f (R u (00)) is a quasicircle (i.e. the 
image of R u {co} under a global quasiconformal homeomorphism) 
for which # = $r . In fact, # = #= for some quasicircle r if and only 
if 1,4 is the boundary values of a quasiconformal self map of H. For a 
reference on quasiconformal maps, see Ahlfors [2]. 
We mention parenthetically that along with the welding problem 
there is also the uniqueness problem, which asks the following: If #r 
coincides with z&f for some other curve r’, is r’ the “same” as r, i.e., 
is r’ the image of r under a linear fractional transformation? The 
uniqueness problem for #r is easily seen to be equivalent to the 
following: If f is a homeomorphism of the sphere which is conformal 
off r, then is f a linear fractional transformation ? The answer to this 
question is “yes” whenever r is a quasicircle. The answer is “no” 
whenever r has positive area-take f to be any solution of a Beltrami 
equation with Beltrami coefficient carried by r. There exist curves P 
with zero area for which the answer also is “no” (cf. [19, 261). 
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For their example, Browder and Wermer started with an increasing 
singular homeomorphism 1,4 of R. They formed a topological sphere 
by identifying H and L along their boundaries via #, and then proved 
that the algebra of functions contains on that sphere and analytic 
off the arc of identified points is a Dirichlet algebra. However, in order 
to show that that sphere was the sphere, they had to solve the welding 
problem. They did so by choosing a particular $ constructed by 
Beurling and Ahlfors [3]. 
BEURLINGAHLFORS EXAMPLE. There exists a singular increasing 
homeomorphism 16 of R onto R such that z+4 is the boundary values of 
a quasiconformal self map of the upper half-plane. 
By appealing to this example, Browder and Wermer proved the 
existence of a quasicircle r such that A, is a Dirichlet algebra. 
We will give now a method for directly constructing quasicircles I’ 
such that A, is Dirichlet. As a byproduct, this method yields another 
proof of the existence of the Beurling-Ahlfors example. 
The construction will be similar to the construction due to 
G. Piranian (cf. [17, pp. 109-1101) of a quasicircle, no subarc of which 
is rectifiable. The construction is also analogous to the one given after 
Theorem 10.2. However, since quasicircles have zero area, we must 
estimate analytic capacity in terms of a larger Hausdorff measure. 
To introduce these Hausdorff measures, we make some definitions, 
following Carleson ([7, p. 61). 
Fix /3 > 1, and let S be the unit square. We partition S into the 
family gm of the 52n closed subsquares of side 5-“, having their sides 
parallel to the axes, and having lower left vertices at (p + pi) 5-“, 
where 0 < p, 4 < 5n are integers. Let g = u,“=I 9, . For a subset E 
of S, define 
mB(E) = inf 2 &@, 
j=l 
where the infimum is taken over all covers E _C uj”c, Sj by elements 
Sj E 3 with sides sj . The following lemma is well known [16], but 
included for convenience. 
LEMMA 10.3. There is a constant A = A@) such that if E is a 
compact subset of S of diameter d, then 
4E) > 4q4E))“B 
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Proof. Theorem 1, p. 7 of [7] h s ows there is a universal constant C, 
and a positive measure 0 on E with a(E) = m,(E) and 
u(d(x; 6)) < cp 
for all x E C and 6 > 0. The estimates in [lo] or [16] then show that 
is continuous on S2, is analytic off E, and satisfies 
with C, depending only on C, and p. Thus 
We say that a set E has positive lower P-dimensional Hausdorff 
density at x,, if 
An an immediate consequence of the estimate 10.3 and of 10.1, we 
obtain the following criterion. 
COROLLARY 10.4. Let P be a simple closed Jordan curve on S2, 
and let p > 1. If P has positive lower P-dimensional Hausdorfs density 
at each finite point of P, then A, is a Dirichlet algebra, and 1,4~ is singular. 
THEOREM 10.5. There exists fl > 1 and a quasicircle P such that P 
has positive lower P-dimensional Hausdorfl density at each Jinite x E P. 
In particular, A, is a Dirichlet algebra on I’, and tir is a singular 
homeomorphism of the real axis which can be extended to be quasiconform 
in the upper half-plane. 
Proof. The zero-th approximation to the curve is the straight line 
passing through 0 and 1 + i. Let r. be the segment on this line lying 
in the unit square S, that is, r. is the line segment joining 0 and 
1 + i. It will be convenient to confine our attention to J’, ; it being 
understood that the same constructions and computations are to be 
performed also on each interval of the line connecting two consecutive 
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lattice points, so that the transformation z -+ x + 1 + i leaves the 
curve invariant. 
The construction now proceeds as follows (cf. Fig. I). For the first 
step, one breaks the segment from 0 to 1 + i into five equal segments, 
each of length 2/z/5, and one replaces the middle segment by the 
three segments of length 2/2/5 which, together with the replaced 
segment, form a square. The resulting curve I’, then consists of seven 
segments, each of length &Z/S. To obtain r, , one breaks each of these 
segments in r, into five equal parts, each of length 2/2/52, and 
FIGURE 1 
replaces each middle segment by three, each of length fl/52, as in 
the first step. More generally I’, is obtained by breaking each segment 
of r,-, into five equal pieces each of length 2/z/5”, and replacing the 
middle piece by three new pieces of length 1/Z/5” which, together 
with the replaced piece, form a square. The r, then tend to an arc I’ 
connecting 0 and 1 + i. 
Recall that the grid 9,, is the cover of S by 52n squares of side l/5”. 
Now I’, is the union of the diagonals of certain of these squazes, say 
T nl P T,, ,... . If T, = (Ji Tnj , then I’, C T, , and r = n,-, T, . 
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The crucial properties of the Tni and r are that r enters each Tnj 
only once, and that each Tnj contains seven of the squares Tn+l,j . 
Now let z E r, , and let 0 < 6 < 1. Let m be the integer satisfying 
5-m-1 < S/d2 < 59”, 
and set T = Tm+l,i so that z E T. Then T C d(x; a), so that 
m,(I’ n T) < m,(r n A(z; 6)). S ince m,(E) = 0, whenever E is a line, 
the proof of [7, 3.1, p. 91 shows that 
m,pn T) = 2-c ma(Tn n T). 
We fix 
p = log 7/lag 5, 5s = 7. 
Now for n > m + 1, T, n T is a union of squares from the grid 9% . 
With this choice of fl, it is easy to see that the infimum defining mg is 
attained when we use the cover of T, n T by the squares Tn,j . Since 
there are 7++i such squares, each of side 5-“, we find that 
ma(T, n T) = 7n-m-1/5n@ 
= 7-m-l 7 n>m+l. 
Thus m,(r n T) = 7-m-l and 
mdrn T) > 7-m-1 
60 
1 (42 5-“)a 2 l/(7 * 2s’2)* 
Hence r has positive lower P-Hausdorff density at each of its points. 
It remains to show that r is a quasicircle. For this, we use Ahlfors’ 
characterization of quasicircles given on p. 81 of [2], viz., that r 
will be a quasicircle if and only if there is a constant c such that 
for any three distinct points [i , & , (a on r such that ca is between 
1;r and & . To verify this, suppose first that [r , I& ,[s E lY, are as above. 
Let n be the least integer such that 5, and &, do not lie in the same or 
touching squares Tn,i of side 5-n. Then 1 c1 - <,I 3 5-“. But 5, 
and & lie in the same or touching squares T,-, , of side 5++l. The 
same then holds for c1 and <a , so that 1 c1 - i& 1 < 2 d2 * 5++‘. 
Hence 
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It is easy to see that the same estimate obtains for all [r , 1;a , [a on r 
with (a between c1 and <a, so that r is indeed a quasicircle. That 
completes the proof. 
We close now with some comments on Theorem 10.5. As already 
noted, every quasicircle has zero area, that is, zero 2-dimensional 
Hausdorff measure. On the other hand, using the preceding con- 
struction, but passing through a larger proportion of squares at each 
stage, one can show that for each /3 < 2, there is a quasicircle having 
positive P-dimensional Hausdorff density at each point 
The bending constant of a quasicircle r is c = sup / 5s - <i l/i 5, - cl 1, 
the supremum taken over distinct consecutive points <r , 5, , 5s lying 
on r. The bending constant is comparable to the “M” in the M- 
condition satisfied by #r , which in turn is proportional to the 
infimum K of the dilitations of the quasiconformal extensions of z/T 
to the upper half-plane. In other words, c, M and K tend to +l 
simultaneously, and they tend to + co simultaneously. Beurling and 
Ahlfors actually showed that there are quasiconformal #r which are 
singular, such that these constants are as near to 1 as we please. By 
straightening out the curves in the preceding construction, it is also 
possible to produce quasicircles I’ with bending constant c as near to I 
as we please, but which have positive lower P-dimensional Hausdorff 
density at each point, for some /3 > 1. However, as the bending 
constant c nears 1, the constant /3 must also be chosen near to 1. 
This occurs because any K-quasiconformal map satisfies a Holder 
condition with exponent l/K (Mori’s theorem), and the image of the 
real axis under any such map must have zero P-dimensional measure 
for /3 > K. 
Finally, we remark that the example 10.5 can be obtained without 
using the bulk of the machinery developed in this paper. In fact, 
armed with the estimate ol(d(.z; 6) n r) > ~8, one can use a simplified 
form of Vitushkin’s approximation procedure (cf. [22, Lemma 2, 
p. 1521) to approximate the characteristic function of one of the 
components of Ss\r pointwise boundedly by functions in A, . From 
this, it is easy to conclude that the harmonic measures for the com- 
ponents of S2\r are singular, so that $r is singular. 
11. HYPODIRICHLET ALGEBRAS 
These same methods can be used to characterize those sets U such 
that Re A(U) has finite defect in C,(aU), and to characterize those 
compact sets K such that R(K) is a hypo-Dirichlet algebra. These 
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results are announced in [15]. The key additional ingredient which one 
needs to obtain the results on hypo-Dirichlet algebras is the following: 
THEOREM 11.1. Suppose that 8 U has no isolated points, and suppose 
that the set of representing measures for p E U is finite dimensional. 
Then the Gleason part of p coincides with the component U, of U 
containing p, and A(U) is pointwise boundedly dense in H”O( U,). 
Moreover, au,, has a jinite number r of components, the convex set of 
representing measures for p has dimension r - I, and every representing 
measure for p is absolutely continuous with respect to harmonic 
measure tar, . 
More recently, Brian Cole has obtained results concerning finite 
dimensional sets of representing measures in arbitrary function 
algebras, showing how this case can be reduced to the case in which 
the representing measures are mutually absolutely continuous. By 
combining Cole’s results with the theory developed in VI.7 of [12], 
one obtains Theorem 11.1. It is then a straightforward matter to 
develop the theory for algebras with finite real defect. 
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